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In recent years biomaterials attract attention in various fields to solve environmental problems. Bamboo is naturally decomposed and characterized by its excellent elasticity, split and water absorption property. We consider that bamboo-ice composite system can be used as a substitute of GFRP (Glass Fiber Reinforced Plastics) in electrical insulation system at cryogenic region. GFRP gives bad influence on environment because it is not naturally decomposed. In this paper we will report the effect of water absorption on ac breakdown of bamboo-ice composite system in liquid nitrogen.
The specimen is bamboo block (10 mm × 10 mm × 1 mm). The direction of thickness of the specimen block is parallel to fiber direction. Firstly the specimen was degassed by rotary pump for more than 7 days. After degassing the specimen was immersed in water for certain period and then vaporized in air at room temperature. The specimen was mounted in a sphere-plate electrode system and whole system was immersed in liquid nitrogen (77 K). Ac ramp voltage with rising rate of 100 Vrms/sec (60 Hz) was applied to the sphere electrode while the plate electrode was grounded. We stopped voltage application when breakdown occurred. After voltage application the specimens were observed with an optical microscope. Figure 1 shows ac breakdown strength as a function of water content. Ac breakdown strength increased with increasing water content. Ac breakdown strength of degassed specimen is almost the same with that of liquid nitrogen. Figure 2 shows microscopic photograph after breakdown. Position of breakdown path is changed by treatment and water content of the specimen. In as received specimen breakdown path is always located in the vessel. The vessel is path of water and hollow tube when it does not contain water. In degassed specimen breakdown path is mainly located in non vessel part. In the degassed specimens some kind of gap may be generated between cells during the degassing process. After immersion in liquid nitrogen, the vessel and the gaps between cells are filled with liquid nitrogen. The gap filled with liquid nitrogen will be often the starting point of ac breakdown. In the specimen of 110 % water content, breakdown path was located both in the vessel and non vessel part. In 77 K, the weak points for electrical breakdown will be disappear, because the vessel and the gaps are filled with ice. The breakdown strength of ice is much higher than liquid nitrogen.
These results shows ac breakdown properties of bamboo-ice composite system depend on water absorption and structure of bamboo. In recent years biomaterials attract attention in various fields to solve environmental problems. Bamboo is naturally decomposed and characterized by its excellent elasticity, split and water absorption property. We consider that bamboo-ice composite system can be used as a substitute of GFRP (Glass Fiber Reinforced Plastics), which is not decomposed, in electrical insulation system at cryogenic region. In this paper we will report the effect of water absorption on ac breakdown of bamboo-ice composite system in liquid nitrogen. Ac breakdown properties of bamboo-ice composite system depend on water absorption and structure of bamboo.
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